Here are the deadlines:

**The Call for up to 12 Ph.D. Dual Degree scholarships for the 2020/2021 CMU Portugal Program**
- Entrance is free and no registration is needed.
- A seminar powered by London, led by Jodi Forlizi (IST Distinguished Lecture "Beyond User Centered Design" - December 18th, Instituto Médico LARSyS), launched under the CMU Portugal Program with the support from Fundação para a Ciência e Tecnologia (FCT).
- Open until January 12th, 2020

**The Calls for the CMU Portugal Program**

- "MOTH - Mobility-induced Outages in THz: A Beyond 5G (B5G) application" - IEEE CCNC 2020. Conference Papers
- "Balance at Portuguese Universities" - Published in Diário de Notícias.
- "Towards a Conscious AI – A computer architecture inspired by cognitive neuroscience" - Published in Jornal de Lisboa, Diário de Notícias, SIC, RTP, Publications in Science.
- "Lenore and Manuel Blum discuss AI and Gender" - Published in Público, Diário de Notícias, RTP, Sapo, Publications in Science.
- "Cátia Baptista is a Human Resources Business Partner at Feedzai – Environmental Engineering, Sustainability Science, Systems Interactions" - Published in Expresso, RTP, Sapo, Publications in Science.
- "In a time where recruiting and keeping employees in such a competitive sector is so demanding, Cátia explains the partnerships with the academia." - Published in Expresso, RTP, Sapo, Publications in Science.
- "Especially for those thinking about applying to a CMU Portugal Program, you should read the full article." - Published in Expresso, RTP, Sapo, Publications in Science.
- "This year, Luís Borges started his student experience as a first year Dual Degree PhD CMU Portugal Inside Story: Luís Borges" - Published in Expresso, RTP, Sapo, Publications in Science.
- "I also applied for a PhD at IST, for backup reasons, but CMU Portugal won me over" - Published in Expresso, RTP, Sapo, Publications in Science.
- "Feedzai’s Cátia Baptista in the "Fraunhofer Portugal Challenge 2019 " competition." - Published in Expresso, RTP, Sapo, Publications in Science.
- "Stretchtronics’ researcher, Manuel Carneiro, has created a flexible, reusable and low cost electroencephalogram for brain activity monitoring and record" - Published in Expresso, RTP, Sapo, Publications in Science.
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